I. INTRODUCTION
The main function of a communication system is to transmit information from the source to the destination with sufficient reliability. In the last two decades, there has been an explosion of interest in the transmission of digital information mainly due to its low cost, simplicity, higher reliability and possibility of transmission of many services in digital forms [1] . Theoretically, Shannon stated that the maximum rate of transmitted signal or capacity of a channel over Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), with an arbitrarily low bit error rate depends on the SNR and the bandwidth of the system (W), according to [2] :
here C is the channel capacity, S/N signal power to noise power ratio, respectively. Based on this theory, it would be possible to transmit information with any rate (R) less than or at best equal to the channel capacity (R ≤ C), when suitable coding is applied. Instead of S/N, the channel capacity can be represented based on the signal to noise ratio per information bit (E b /N 0 ). Considering the relationship between SNR and E b /N 0 , and the channel capacity (with value R), equation (1) can be rewritten as follows: In order to achieve this bound, i.e. E b /N 0 = -1.59 dB value, it would be necessary to use a code with such long length that encoding and decoding would be practically impossible. However, the most significant step in obtaining this target, was by Forney, who found that a long code length could be achieved by concatenation of two simple component codes with short lengths linked by an interleaver [3] . Conventionally, a turbo code is analyzed as a block code by using a block interleaver and terminating RSC encoders to a known state at the end of each data block.
Codes with this structure are generally decoded using an iterative decoding technique. Depending on the number of iterations, the decoding procedure can approach the optimum decoding. Similarly in block codes, the error probability for turbo codes in the case of additive white Gaussian channel is upper bounded and is given below [4] :
where R, w, d, L, a(w,d) and d free denote the code rate, the information weight, the codeword weight, the information length, total number of codewords with weight w and minimum as the free distance value, respectively.
In this equation, a(w,d) determines multiplicity of the calculated weights [4] . From the above the inference is that high free distance codes with less multiplicity will have the maximum error bound at less range and hence the performance will be good. Study on turbo codes specifies that block interleaver based turbo codes have low free distance as well as with high multiplicity. This affects the performance of overall turbo codes to a great extent particularly average to higher SNRs. The scenario where the error performance is poor at middle to high SNRs is referred as 'Error Floor' in the literature.
One of the effective solutions to lessen the error floor effect is utilization of a suitable interleaver compatible with the structure of constituent RSC encoders. In this case, input bit streams, which produce low weights for the first RSC code are permuted by an interleaver in a way that prohibits generation of low weights for the second RSC code to increase free distance value of the turbo code. It has been accepted that the best performance is achieved by random interleavers [5] . But the implementation of such an interleaver where the interleaving takes place on a random basis and the de-interleaving should also takes place in the same random basis is very difficult. In addition to implement and use same random structure in interleaving and de-interleaving these have to be synchronized to some extent for which the input stream of bits may be required to be stored. This is really not anticipated in some cases, where the length of the bit stream is so large [6] .
The block interleavers incur more memory so as to maintain the shifting order. But non-block interleavers are designed with less memory and also have self-synchronization property with their deinterleavers so that the complexity of non-block interleavers is less. To utilize the above features of nonblock interleavers in turbo codes, these interleavers need to operate as block interleavers. This can be simply accomplished if few bits are injected at the end of every data block driving the interleaver memories to the known state. In addition to utilizing advantages of non-block interleavers, this process eases the coding and decoding analysis.
The problem with this technique is that the injected bits consume some useful bandwidth which doesn't convey any information. To reduce the number of the bits, few optimizations may be done to the interleaver arrangement. A number of studies were undertaken on the importance of interleaver on the turbo code performance [7] - [9] and a number of interleavers are presented in the literature with diverse features and complexities [10] - [13] .
The interleaver which is basically introduced to scramble the order of information bits takes enormous amount of time in cases. When the complexity of the interleaver is very high, this high complexity should result in less error probability and usually takes more time for execution and when Jaya Krishna Sunkara, S. Sri Manu Prasad and Dr. T. Venkateswarlu 126 the complexity is less then may be the time for execution is less and error probability will be high. The otherwise cases will be either worst or ultimate. In the case of block interleaver also when the execution time is less then the capacity of converting burst errors into simple errors is less and consequently the error probability is high. In this paper a novel scheme was presented which aims to reduce the time complexity of the interleaving process to great extent while maintaining a similar error performance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Block and 3GPP interleavers are explained in section II. The proposed hybrid interleaver was presented in section III. Experimental results are presented in section IV. Concluding remarks are given in section V.
II. INTERLEAVERS

A. Block Interleaver
Block interleaver as mentioned earlier rearranges the input bit stream. The block interleaver doesn't omit any bit in the sequence as well as it doesn't repeat any of the bits. Block interleavers can be classified into mainly three categories. They are Matrix interleaver, Random interleaver and Algebraic interleaver. The time complexity associated with block interleaver is (2MN -2M +2), when the input bits are arranged as a matrix of order MXN. From the expression it is obvious that if the number of rows is large than that of columns the time complexity is very less. But in this case the capability of the interleaver in converting the burst error to simple error is limited to few bits. When the number of rows is less than that of columns then the time complexity is high and at the same time the length of the burst that can converted to simple error is high.
Fig. 1 Block diagram of Hybrid interleaving scheme B. 3GPP Interleaver
The Turbo code internal interleaver involves bits-input to a rectangular matrix, intra-row and inter-row permutations of the rectangular matrix and bits-output from the rectangular matrix. The bits input to the interleaver are denoted by i 1 , i 2 , i 3 , . . . i K , where K is the integer number of the bits and takes one value of K ≤ 5114. The relation between the bits input to the Turbo code internal interleaver and the bits input to the channel coding is defined by i k = o irk and K = K i . The bit sequence i 1 , i 2 , i 3 , . . . i K input to the Turbo code internal interleaver is inscribed into the rectangular matrix. After the bits-input to the R×C rectangular matrix, the intra-row and inter-row permutations for the R×C rectangular matrix are done.
The output of the interleaver is the bit sequence read out column by column from the intra-row and inter-row permuted R × C rectangular matrix starting with bit y' 1 in row 0 of column 0 and ending with bit y' CR in row R -1 of column C -1. The output is pruned by deleting dummy bits that were padded to the input of the rectangular matrix before intra-row and inter row permutations, i.e. bits y' k that corresponds to bits y k with k > K are removed from the output. The bits output from Turbo code internal interleaver are denoted by x' 1 , x' 2 , …, x' K , where x' 1 corresponds to the bit y' k with smallest index k after Turbo Code using a Novel Hybrid Interleaver 127 pruning, x' 2 to the bit y' k with second smallest index k after pruning, and so on. The number of bits output from Turbo code internal interleaver is K and the total number of pruned bits is: R × C -K.
III. HYBRID INTERLEAVER
In the previous sections block and 3GPP interleavers are described. Now let us take another look at block interleavers. Consider matrix interleaver for the time and memory complexity analysis. Assume the incoming flow of data bits are framed as MXN array. The values of M and N depend on the expected size of burst error. The memory requirement at the interleaver stage will be MN bits (assuming bits as reference). But overriding of bits on filling and emptying can't be allowed, hence a memory of 2MN bits is required; MN bits of memory when writing the bits on MN array and separate MN bits which will be filled by reading from previous MN array.
Similar memory requirement is needed at the de-interleaver as well. Hence a total of 4MN bits of memory is required for MN bits of data. The time complexity is crucial thing in fast communications. Some of the practical installations omit the interleaving and de-interleaving in order to reduce the latency introduced by the interleaver pair. The minimum end-to-end delay due to the block interleaver is (2MN-2M+2) . The other interleaver considered is 3GPP interleaver which is basically the improved matrix based block interleaver suggested by Third Generation Partnership Project. The time and memory constraints are close to that of standard block interleaver. When the number input frames is high then the complexity of both the interleaving schemes becomes similar because in 3GPP interleaver in addition to standard matrix writing and reading there are some additional operations which are somehow scalar operations. Now if the total bits in input frame are split into subgroups and if the individual groups are processed using the normal interleavers the time complexity can be reduced. Let the input frame is split into 4 groups. So the total number of input bits to individual interleaver becomes MN/4. They can be organized using M/2 x N/2 matrix. Hence the time complexity of individual interleaver becomes (MN/2 -M +2).
The total time complexity becomes 4*(MN/2 -M +2). But when the total input bits are split into four groups and applied to separate interleavers, the four groups of input bits are concentrated in that region only. That means the first quarter of bits is placed again in the first quarter only, similarly the remaining quarters. Hence a second stage of interleaving is proposed in which these quarters are interleaved based on a direct assignment without using another interleaver. Hence this scheme can be regarded as a two stage interleaving scheme. In this paper block interleavers are used and any other interleavers and any other combinations can also be considered. The structure of the proposed interleaver is shown in figure 1 . From the above discussion it is clear that by splitting the input frame into four parts the execution time will be reduced greatly. The table 1 gives the comparison between the above interleavers theoretically. Interleaver   1024   2  512  2046  2048  4  256  2042  2040  8  128  2034  2024  16  64  2018  1992  32  32  1986  1928  64  16  1922  1800  128  8  1794  1544  256  4  1538  1032  512  2  1026  8 Jaya Krishna Sunkara, S. Sri Manu Prasad and Dr. T. Venkateswarlu 128
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section the simulation results of the turbo codes with four varieties of interleavers are presented. The four varieties are block interleaver, 3GPP interleaver, no interleaver and the proposed hybrid interleaver. The input frame sizes are varied from 4 to 1024 and in this section input frames sizes 16, 64, 256 and 1024 bits are considered. First of all consider input frame size of 16. Note that the decoding algorithm used throughout this work is Max-log-MAP algorithm [14] [15] [16] [17] . The BER vs E b /N o performance for input frame size of 16 bits with different interleavers is shown below in figures 2 and 3. The performance of turbo code with different interleavers seems to be almost similar; the simulation time is also in the same lines ranging from 8.28 seconds in the case of no interleaver to 14.71 seconds in the case of hybrid interleaver. The purpose of interleaver is to reorder the information bits so that the signal to noise ratio is high as the interleaver converts the burst error caused by impulsive noise to simple errors. Hence use of interleaver is mandatory. But to check the performance the no interleaver case is considered.
In the above case where the frame length is 16 bits, the BER performance of turbo code with no interleaver is similar to that of other cases as the chance of occurrence of impulsive noise increases as the length increases, hence the effect of impulsive noise in no interleaver case prevails when the frame length is high. Now consider the frame length to be 1024 bits. The BER vs E b /N o performance was given in the figures 4 and 5. Now, as thought in the last paragraph the BER with no interleaver was very high compared to all other cases, i.e., with interleaver. The presence of interleaver has lowered the BER. Now the question is how much does this interleaving effect on the total time of execution? The interleaving has a serious effect on the total time required to transfer the data. In some applications in order to enable fast communication interleaver is dropped owing to high error rate. The interleaving scheme proposed in this paper lowers the time required for coding and decoding. Table 5 gives the time required for completion of interleaving and de-interleaving in turbo codes. From the table it is evident that the time required in case of hybrid interleaver is comparable to that of no interleaver case. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper an attempt has been made to reduce the time required for turbo coding and decoding in the presence of interleaving. Absence of interleaver, block interleaver and 3GPP interleavers are considered. A novel hybrid two stage interleaver was presented. The first stage of the interleaver deals with splitting of input frame and interleaving individual parts there off. The second stage deals interleaving complete parts of first stage as a single atomic block. The absence of interleaver presents a Jaya Krishna Sunkara, S. Sri Manu Prasad and Dr. T. Venkateswarlu 130 serious escalation in BER particularly for long frames and incurs very low time. Block and 3GPP interleavers lower the BER because of the interleaving but take some significant amount of time for its operation to take place. At times, for a 1024 bit long frame the 3GPP interleaver takes about 4300 seconds and block interleaver spends more than 1100 seconds whereas the proposed hybrid interleaver takes about 150 seconds for the same length frame.
